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Every year, the experts at Peintures MF analyze decorating trends 
for the latest colours to inspire you in designing and decorating 

your living spaces. These trends are sure to help you create a unique 
oasis that represents you and is a pleasure to live in.

Our 2024 colour trend predictions

Trending colours 2024



2024 Colour of the Year

0482 • Powdered Pool

As we look ahead to 2024, reconnecting with nature and creating 
meaningful moments with loved ones is what’s most important.
To reflect this, our homes will become a sanctuary where we feel 
grounded and can build memories to cherish forever. With this 

in mind, we introduce our colour of the year, Powdered Pool 0482, 
a soft, intense shade of blue designed to make your home a place 

of healing and soothing.

To inspire you, we’ve designed three striking palettes featuring 
our 2024 trend colours that highlight the versatility of our colour 

of the year. With Powdered Pool the centre of each, it’s time to 
discover your own vision for the future and enrich your home with 

one precious hue.



Colours

Colour Remix

A blend of muted pastels and bold brights, this palette embraces 
the unexpected. Designed for those who love colour, this eclectic 

combination offers a mix of saturation and subtlety that is sure 
to stand out. Use these hues as a foundational palette for a whole 

house or inspiration for just one room. No matter which way 
you use it, Colour Remix feels current and contemporary.



Powdered Pool
0482

Zenith
0647

Motherland
0793

Sauterne
0126



Colours

Heirloom Hues

Rich and complex, these colours inspire our homes to tell a colourful 
story. Use this palette to highlight hidden architectural details or 
create an inviting space that feels timeless and f resh at the same 

time. Heirloom Hues is a special collection of colours where 
elegance and vibrancy come together to make a statement.



Fireplace Mantel
0569

Valentino
0046

Calm Interlude
0501

Vegetarian
0430



Colours

Natural Balance

Taking cues f rom nature, this palette sings with simplicity. Easy-
to-live-with and usable in any architectural style, these colours 

flow gently f rom room to room. Make your home an earth-inspired 
oasis that values quality materials, exceptional craftsmanship, and 

handmade accessories with Natural Balance.



Mossy Shade
0195

Fiorito
0371

Beacon Fog
0490

Money Tree
0037



Colours

Neutral

This selection of neutral shades will compliment all our trending 
colours. Incorporating the perfect warm or cool neutral will 

complete a space that is perfect for you.



Umber Style
0208

Dove’s Wing
0537

Metro
0530

Subway
0536
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